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Throughout this paper all rings have 1. For a ring R define 
K,?(R) = qI( BGL(R) + ) for II 2 1, where BGL( R) + is the space obtained by 
the Quillen plus construction (cf. [Ber]). In [Wl] C. Weibel asks the 
following question: 
Let R be a commutative ring and nil R the nilradical of R. 
If R/nil R is regular, is the induced map K,,(R) -+ 
K,,( R/nil R) surjective for IZ > O? 
This map is surjective without the regularity condition for n d 2. Also if 
li is a field of characteristic 0 and R = k[.u, y J/(.Y~)~ then Weibel’s question 
has an affirmative answer [GRW]. In this paper we provide an affirmative 
answer to Wcibel’s question for a class of rings by using standard 
arguments. The main tool here is the following. For the obvious 
epimorphism R + R/nil R let F+ denote the homotopy tibre of the induced 
map BGL(R) + + BGL(R,lnil R) A, Then the fibre sequence F-- --+ 
BGL(R) + -+ BGL( R/nil R) + induces a long exact sequence 
~~~--+K,(R)-K,,(R,!nilR)~K,,~.,(R,nilR)-K,,+,(R)--+ . . . . 
iE) 
where the relative K-groups are defined by K, (R, nil R) = IT* (F + ). 
Now we state our results. 
THEOREM 1. If  R is a finite ring, then K,,(R) z K,,(R, nil R) @ 
K,,( R/nil R) for n 3 0. 
THEOREM 2. Let k he a field of churacteristic 0 and let R be u finite 
dimerzsional k-algebra. Then K,,(R) r K,,( R, nil R) 0 K,,( R/nil R) for n 2 0. 
The following result was inspired by the proof of Theorem 2. 
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THEOREM 3. Let k be a perfect field oj- characteristic p > 0 atld let R be 
a ,finite dimensional k-algebra. Then h’,,(R) z K,(R, nil R) 0 K,,(R/nil R) for 
n 3 0. 
The proofs of the above results are provided in Section 1. Also Exam- 
ple 5 below provides a direction for doing some interesting computations in 
low dimensions. 
Finally, it is my pleasure to thank C. Weibel and the referee for construc- 
tive comments and suggestions. 
1. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 
First, we provide a simple proof of the following known result. This 
lemma will be used to prove Theorem 1. 
LEMMA 4. Let R be a jinite ring. Then R rr n Ri with char(Ri) = p?. 
Proof Write char(R) = pr’ . . . p:, where i>i are rational primes and ei 
are positive integers. For each i define li to be the abelian subgroup of R 
of order prime to pi. It is not difficult to see that fl 1, = 0, and Zj and 4 are 
coprime ideals for if j. Thus the obvious map R + n Ri is an 
isomorphism. 1 
Prooj’ of Theorem 1. By L.emma 4 we may write R = n Ri with 
char(R,) = ~7. Indeed, by functoriality we may assume that char(R) = pe. 
Now, nil R is equal to the Jacobson radical of R. So the ArtinWedderburn 
theorem implies that R,Gl R u M,,(k) for some field k. A result of Quillen’s 
work [O] tells us that K,,(R/nil R) is of order prime to p, and one of 
Weibel’s results for nilpotent ideals [W2] gives K,(R, nil R) a p-group. 
Thus 6 = 0 in (E) above. Finally, appeal to a standard result on torsion 
abelian groups. 1 
Proof of Theorem 2. First, for a ring A let Z(A) denote the centre of 
A. Now by the idempotent refinement theorem (cf. [B, p. 111) we may 
write R = n Ri with Z(R,j/nil Z(R,j 5 M, (k,), where k, is a finite field 
extension of k. Note that nil Z(R,)=Z(Ri)n nil Ri. Next consider the 
commutative diagram 
ki - Z( R,)/nil Z(Ri) - 
t 
R,,M R, 
t t 
I I I 
k ____t Z(R,) M Ri. 
By formal smoothness the map ki -+ Z( Rj)/nil Z( Ri) can be lifted to an 
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algebra map ki -+ Z(Ri). Consequently, the map ki + R,!nil Ri can also 
be lifted to an algebra map ki --f Ri, namely the composite map 
ki --f Z(Rj) -+ Ri. Hence, K,,(R,) -+ K,,( RJnil R,) is a split surjection for 
n3Q. fl 
Proqf qf Tlzeorem 3. Same as the proof of Theorem 2 above, 1 
Next we obtain the following interesting example for group rings. 
COROLLARY 5. Let R be a finite ring with char(R) = y’ and let G be a 
finite group. Then K2,,( RG) = (fide p-group) arzcl K2,, _ L( RG) = (finire 
p-group) @ K2?? _ I (R/nil R) for II > 1. 
Proqf. Recall that by a stability result found by Suslin [S] the 
K-groups of a finite ring are finite for all positive dimensions. Now combine 
this with Theorem 1 above to obtain the result. 1 
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